Abstract:
A central research program in evolutionary biology over the past 50 years has 23 involved interpreting macroevolutionary patterns, such as key innovation and 24 preadaptation, as mediated by interactions between single phenotypic traits and shifting 25 ecological landscapes. While this focus has generated substantial evidence for the 26 potency of environmental pressures in driving evolutionary changes, it has also created 27 conceptual frustrations. I present analyses of a character matrix sampled across the 28 haplorrhine skeleton that revealed several suites of integrated characters displaying 29 distinct patterns in macroevolutionary disparity throughout the Miocene. Comparison of 30 these patterns to those in neurological development revealed general support for a pattern 31 in evolutionary and developmental flexibility shared by all great apes. Shifting and 32 reduced constraint in apes was met with episodic bursts in phenotypic innovation that 33 built a wide array of functional diversity over a foundation of shared developmental and 34 anatomical structure that was laid throughout the Miocene. Notably, both apes' 35 exceptional morphological disparity and humans' phenotypic distinctiveness can both be 36 explained by earlier shifts in integration. These patterns demonstrate that relaxation of 37
Introduction 45
Developing a better understanding of the adaptive drivers of evolutionary change 46 has long been a central goal in paleontology and comparative biology. When inquiring at 47 macroevolutionary timescales, it is generally not possible to reconstruct natural selection 48 regimes operating at the population level. However, researchers have long analyzed 49 patterns in phenotypic evolution within the context of ecological and environmental shifts 50 to better understand the adaptive landscape underlying major shifts in body plan and the 51 emergence of novel biological functions (Simpson 1944) . For example, many 52 comparative studies seek to identify correlations between macroevolutionary 53 diversification (encompassing both phenotypic disparity and speciation) and the 54 emergence and colonization of new ecological niches. Many of these studies have found 55 that shifts in the evolutionary rate of phenotypic characters, such as body size, coincide 56 with those in ecological traits, such as climatic variables and biogeography (Harmon et 57 al., 2003 , Losos et al., 2006 , Mahler et al., 2013 , Slater and Friscia 2018 . There is also 58 evidence in some taxa that elevated rates of phenotypic evolution may sometimes 59 4 optimize their position within 'adaptive zones' shaped by ecology. In this illustration, 67 each zone is represented as an adaptive peak on a multi-dimensional fitness landscape, 68 each of which describes a locally optimal combination of phenotypes. Although initially 69 maintaining position on a single peak due to stabilizing selection, Simpson hypothesized 70 that genetic drift may cause species to descend and cross adaptive valleys, during which 71 positive selection re-emerges to propel the species to a new peak. This image has been 72 influential, providing the theoretical basis for major evolutionary concepts. For example, 73 large evolutionary radiations are often hypothesized be limited in their intensity by the 74 availability of new ecological opportunities through environmental changes or 75 improvement of competitive ability (Rainey and Travisano 1998, Yoder et al., 2010, 76 Wagner and Harmon et al 2012, but see Slater 2015) . 77
The role of ecological processes in generating morphological novelty can be 78 contrasted with an increasing focus on 'constructional' factors that include functional 79 interactions and architectural constraints (Seilacher 1970 (Seilacher , 1991 . While character 80 evolution may sometimes reflect simple optimization processes when natural selection 81 operates independently on separate traits, the evolutionary pathways realized in nature are 82 also constrained by the complex interactions between functionally dependent traits and 83 the limitations of an organism's developmental architecture. When placed into a broader 84 evolutionary literature, these limiting factors might be coarsely partitioned into 85 developmental (Gould and Lewontin 1979, Olson 2012 ) and functional (Charlesworth et 86 al., 1982 , Cheverud 1984 , Maynard-Smith et al., 1985 constraints. 87
One characterization of developmental constraint involves the tight linkage of 88 characters in ontogeny through factors that include allometry and modularity. When traits 89 are developmentally linked, but functionally autonomous, the available set of selectively 90
advantageous modifications belonging to one is limited by the fitness effect on the other. 91
Wagner and colleagues (2007) formulated an example of such patterns using vertebrate 92 limbs. While fore-and hindlimbs are functionally independent in many species, their 93 shared origin as serial homologs causes quantitative variation in each set of limbs to be 94 correlated through their linkage in development. Developmental constraints are also 95 frequently characterized by the set of fundamental limitations imposed on an organism's 96 form by its developmental programming. This article will focus most heavily on the 97 former aspect of developmental constraint. 98
Functional constraint exists when multiple traits contribute to a shared function 99 that is under selection and/or when a single trait performs multiple functions that are each 100 under selection. Although any particular trait may perform many functions that contribute 101 to fitness in different ways, the phenotype for each trait that contributes to a shared 102 function that is under strong selection will be limited to values that facilitate its 103 contribution alongside the other constituent traits. 104
Shared developmental pathways and multivariate selection, along with related 105 processes such as epistasis and pleiotropy, can act and interact in complex ways to yield 106 similar patterns. Although it is usually impossible to distinguish between each of these 107 processes in historical, macroevolutionary study systems, they share a common tendency 108 to drive the formation of modules of characters that are linked in their evolutionary 6 trajectories through a higher-level process traditionally referred to as 'integration' (Olson 110 and Miller 1958 ). An understanding of integrated and modular evolution has facilitated 111 study of the ways that Simpson's classic conception of ecological adaptation at 112 macroevolutionary scales is mediated by the multivariate complexity of reality. While 113 ecological pressures undoubtedly shape evolutionary trajectories, developing a holistic 114 understanding of the ways that development and the functional interdependence of 115 characters constrain evolvability will enhance our knowledge of the macroevolutionary 116 processes that drive the emergence of phenotypic novelty throughout deep time. 117
Developmental and functional constraints influence evolution in significant ways. 118
For example, when ecological opportunity is abundant, evolutionary radiations can be 119 driven primarily by the release of developmental constraints (Wagner et al. 2003 ). This 120 conception runs the risk of false dichotomy between ecology and constraint in the sense 121 that relaxed constraint may itself be driven by ecological factors, but this simplification 122 does not negate the insight that both constraint and ecological opportunity can be limiting 123 factors in clade disparification. Reductions in developmental constraint can also shape 124 macroevolutionary patterns by driving increases in evolutionary rate (Donoghue and Ree 125 2000) . This pattern appears to hold for integration more generally, with higher degrees of 126 integration often linked to lower evolutionary disparity and rate (Goswami et al. 2014 (Goswami et al. , 127 2015 . Integration, as reflecting developmental and/or functional interactions between 128 traits, may constrain the possible range of phenotypes that a character might display 129 because of the fitness consequences of its modification upon other characters that are 130 linked either by development or shared function.
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Understanding the set of evolutionary limitations imposed by integration through 132 development and functional constraints is crucial in determining the capacity for a clade 133 to diversify phenotypically. Together, these factors might be said to determine the level 134 of 'constructional opportunity' available at a given time. Considered in opposition to 135 ecological opportunity (Losos 2010) , constructional opportunity reflects the evolvability 136 of a clade that is determined by the level of constraint imposed by the structure of 137 developmental and functional interactions between characters, as well as other 138 architectural considerations (Turing 1953 , Raup 1966 . While ecological opportunity is 139 often evoked as a limiting factor on a clade's phenotypic diversification, constructional 140 opportunity may also limit the range of evolutionary modifications available to a 141 population faced with ecological pressure. 142
Apes have been extensively studied in the context of both developmental 143 constraint and environmental adaptation. Young et al. (2010) , found that apes display 144 weak integration between the fore-and hindlimb in comparison to cercopithecoids. 145
Reduced integration can confer greater functional flexibility, and so may have facilitated 146 the proliferation of the diverse locomotor function across living and fossil apes. Changes 147 in developmental timing have also been important in ape evolution. Developmental 148 heterochrony appears to have driven the emergence of many key aspects of hominin 149 morphology in the cranium and post-cranium (Gould 1977 , Berge 1998 ). This long-150 standing interest in the developmental basis of ape evolution has not excluded 151 environmental hypotheses. Environmental fluctuations throughout the Miocene and 152
Pliocene have also frequently formed the basis for adaptive hypotheses across apes 153 8 (Andrews 1992, Ruff 1994 , Michel et al., 2014 . The body plans of hominins, and 154 undoubtedly apes in general, have been shaped through modifications to separate suites 155 of traits occurring at different times (Holloway 1973 , McHenry 1975 . These diverse 156 threads suggest that a multiplicity of causes, perhaps including both ecological 157 opportunity and constructional factors, has shaped the evolution of hominoid body plans. 158
As a result, apes are an excellent exemplar taxon in which to pluralistically examine the 159 mosaic patterns in constraint and innovation that shape body plans in living and fossil 160
vertebrates. 161
In this study, I sought to examine whether the relaxed integration shared by great ED is therefore intended to reflect the amount of brain tissue grown by members of each 197 species following birth relative to their body size. Neonatal brain and body mass data 198 representing 24 primate species were acquired from Capellini et al. (2010) . 199
Fossil placement and divergence time estimation 200
Since the evolutionary relationships between the extant taxa represented in the 201 morphological dataset have all been extensively studied and are well-resolved, I used 202 these as a fixed scaffolding to place the fossil taxa. Fossil placements were inferred from 203 the continuous trait dataset using the cophymaru program (Parins-Fukuchi 2018). I used 204
the 'binary weights' procedure to filter out reliable traits from ones likely to mislead by 205 using the extant tree as a fixed point of reference. Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 206 simulations were run for 1,000,000 generations and checked manually for convergence. 207
The posterior tree sample was summarized as the maximum clade credibility tree using 208 sumtrees.py (Sukumaran and Holder 2010) . fixed to the summary tree generated during the fossil placement step. Temporal 214 occurrence ranges for the fossil taxa were assembled from the literature. These fossil and 215 extant occurrence ranges were used in the dating analysis to infer the diversification and 216 sampling rate parameters used in the FBD prior. 217
Measuring evolutionary integration 218
As a preliminary evaluation of the strength of integration in the skeletal traits 219 across the haplorrhine phylogeny, I calculated the phylogenetic independent contrasts 220 (PIC) (Felsenstein 1985) at each node in a tree of nine extant haplorrhine taxa (Pan 221 paniscus was removed because it was missing pelvic measurements). At each internal 222 node in the phylogeny, I then calculated the correlation between the vector of characters 223 at each child node. Stronger correlations are expected to correspond to tighter integration. 224
If the child represented an internal node, the PIC values were used as the character 225 vector. PICs were calculated on the dated phylogeny, with the fossil taxa pruned. 226
Evolutionary rates across mosaic morphological suites 227
I used the greedo program to recover mosaic patterns in disparity from the 228 continuous trait dataset (Parins-Fukuchi 2019). Greedo is a phylogenetic 229 clustering/mixture model estimation approach that uses the Akaike information criterion 230 (AIC) to iteratively merge and split clusters of traits to find a best-supported set of 231 character suites based on shared patterns in disparity, where each is represented by a tree 232 with branch lengths (Fig. 1 ). Traits that display the highest improvement in log-likelihood 233 when assigned to a separate cluster are prioritized during the splitting steps to first 234 identify likely sources of heterogeneity in the dataset. During the merging step, only 235 clusters that show an improved AIC score when placed under the same model are joined. 236
This process recovers an estimate of the number of suites, the membership of each trait, 237 and a tree with branch lengths scaled to units of disparity for each suite. Fossil taxa were 238 not included in the mosaic analyses, because they were too fragmentary in their sampling 239 to inform disparity patterns when the traits were split into suites. I performed many runs 240 of the greedo procedure to avoid presenting results obtained from a suboptimal peak on 241 the likelihood surface. Since several of the top clusterings yielded close AIC support, I 242 performed an additional model-averaging step using Akaike weights to summarize the 243 results as a graph where each trait occupies a node, and each link is weighted to reflect 244 the total weighted AIC support across all the models. Comparative analyses were 245 performed using a single summary clustering that resulted from application of the 246 values that decrease fitness are also accepted with some (user-specified) probability. 306
Developmental constraint can be mimicked by proposing values for traits that covary, 307 while functional constraints are modeled by evolving traits along a shared, multivariate 308 adaptive landscape, modelled here using a mixture of multivariate Gaussian distributions. 309
In a completely unconstrained system, each trait is evolved according to its own 310 univariate landscape, with its value drawn independently of all others in each generation. 311
Performing simulations in this way facilitated an illustration of the potential for 312 functional and developmental integration to constrain evolutionary rates in an adaptive 313 landscape. Although distinguishing between these modes of integration is generally 314 difficult or impossible in paleontological study systems, the simulations performed here 315 provide insight by testing 1) the potential for varying systems of integration to catalyze or 316 constrain adaptive change and 2) the extent to which functional and developmental 317 integration generate overlapping and distinct patterns in evolutionary rate and disparity. 318
When placed in a macroevolutionary context, the simulations here should be thought of a 319 demonstration of the possible microevolutionary processes that may have driven the 320 higher-level patterns in evolutionary rate occurring along a single phylogenetic branch in 321 the mosaic analyses. The script used to generate these simulations is available in the data 322 supplement. 323
Results and Discussion 324

Strength of integration throughout the haplorrhine radiation 325
Calculating character correlations from the skeletal data and PICs at each internal 326 node in the extant haplorrhine phylogeny revealed two episodes of reduced integration 327 (Fig. 2) . The first occurred at the root of Hominoidea, where the correlation decreased 328 from -0.21 at the ancestor of catarrhines, to -0.06 at the root of hominoids. The second 329 episode occurred in the ancestor of chimpanzees and humans, decreasing from 0.09 to 330 0.02. This show that the reduction in integration across apes between the fore-and 331 hindlimbs revealed by Young and colleagues (2009) extends across the skeleton. In 332 contrast, both cercopithecoids (0.24 correlation) and platyrrhines (0.16 correlation) 333 display substantially higher integration than was observed in any of the ape hypothetical 334 ancestors. 335
Composition of mosaic suites 336
The analysis of mosaic disparity recovered five suites of traits (Fig 3a) . The 337 cranium was the largest contributor of both traits and variance across all suites except for 338 C4, which was represented by the pelvis alone ( Fig. 3b and 3c ). This reflects the higher 339 sampling of cranial traits in the dataset. While the cranium has previously been shown to 340 display substantial modularity (Felice and Goswami 2017) , the results here suggest that 341 individual cranial modules may result from the formation of broader evolutionary 342 complexes shared with the post-cranium. The suites were distinct in their composition 343 across postcranial anatomy: C0 was represented strongly by the wrist, ulna, and humerus; 344 C1 was represented postcranially by the scapula; C2 by wrist and pelvic traits. The 345 cranium was represented even more strongly than expected in C3 and contributed nearly 346 half of the variance (Fig. 3b) . 347
Rates of morphological evolution 348
The phylogenetic rate calculations for each suite revealed a strong pattern of 349 evolutionary mosaicism (Fig. 3a) . Three of the suites, C0, C1, and C3, displayed the 350 highest rates after the divergence of the great apes from hylobatids, but before the 351 divergence of gorillas from humans and chimpanzees. The two suites that did not 352 experience the shared great ape rate increase, C2 and C4, experienced large bursts in 353
Homo. This finding is consistent with general knowledge of human evolution, as both 354 suites are dominated by cranial traits and pelvic traits related to birthing and locomotor 355 function (Table S1) . 356
The rate analyses show that humans have experienced major macroevolutionary 357 bursts. However, these are built over an anatomical structure shared by all great apes that 358 was shaped in the Miocene during similarly dramatic episodes. For example, although 359 suite C0 increased in evolutionary rate along the human branch, its evolution was shaped 360 by a sustained period of elevated rate between 20 and 10 million years ago. This suggests 361 that much of the 'groundwork' underlying the derivation of humans' unique features may 362 predate the divergence between our lineage and chimpanzees'. The mosaic analysis also 363 demonstrates that substantial visible phenotypic novelty can result from the evolutionary 364 remodeling of a small subset of the anatomy. The most elevated evolutionary rates in 365 humans were observed in suites C2, C3, and C4, which cumulatively comprise fewer than 366 one-third of the traits sampled in the matrix (Table S1 ). C4, the smallest suite (10 traits) 367 displayed by far the largest increase in rate along the Homo lineage. Perhaps notably, C4 368 also was the most static character suite throughout the earlier stages in the hominoid 369 radiation. Although enumerating characters does not itself constitute a particularly 370 compelling independent line of evidence from which to interpret macroevolutionary 371 trends, the mosaic pattern recovered here does suggest that the subset of biological 372 variation unique to the human body plan is fairly small in comparison to the wide 373 spectrum of evolutionary variance accumulated throughout ape evolution. 374
While the large amounts of missing data among the fossil taxa made an additional 375 mosaic analysis infeasible, their inclusion revealed an otherwise hidden shift in 376 evolutionary rate that occurred at the root of hominoidea (approximately 30 million years 377 ago). The fossil data also recapitulated the burst in evolutionary rate during the mid-378
Miocene that was displayed by C0 and C1 in the mosaic analysis ( Fig. 3 and 4 ). When 379 averaging over all the traits and including fossil taxa, these two episodes are the most 380 dramatic macroevolutionary events when tracing the evolutionary lineage leading to 381
Homo, suggesting the importance of early shifts in the ape body plan in shaping the 382 functional morphologies of living taxa. 383
Rates of neurological evolution 384
As with morphology, all great apes appear to have differentiated rapidly from 385 other catarrhines in both EQ and ED. Homo displays the highest rate of both EQ and ED 386 evolution. However, the human rate shift in both traits occurred as part of an older trend 387 of rapid neurological evolution in African apes. For EQ, humans experienced a 388 substantial increase in evolutionary rate relative to the rest of the African apes, despite 389 the statistical evidence for a shared rate shift at the root of the clade (Fig. 5b) . The shared 390 macroevolutionary regime shared by all African apes is most apparent in encephalization 391 development ( Fig. 5a) , where the estimated evolutionary rate in Homo increased only 392 slightly after splitting from Pan (Fig. 5c ). It appears that the increased encephalization 393 developed throughout the post-natal period in humans reflects a general trend among 394 great apes in the evolutionary plasticity of neurological development. As a result, the 395 ability to develop a relatively large mass of brain tissue does not itself appear to be a 396 strong limiting factor in the evolution of large encephalization in humans. Instead, the 397 morphological analyses suggest that pelvic traits (C4 in Fig. 1 ) may have demanded a 398 more dramatic alteration in macroevolutionary regime. 399
Structural and ecological opportunity in ape evolution 400
The elevated evolutionary rates experienced by apes early in their divergence 401 appear to correspond to a general relaxation of constraint in early Miocene stem and 402 ancestral hominoids. The reduction in integration across the skeleton and burst in the 403 evolutionary rate of neurological development that occur at the base of the hominoid 404 clade correspond in timing to the elevated rates in morphological evolution observed in 405 most of the skeletal characters examined here ( Fig. 3 and 4) . comparatively static across old world monkeys (Hunt 2016) . The patterns in 422 developmental and mosaic morphological evolution revealed here suggest that the 423 substantial differences between the two taxa in phenotypic disparity were shaped more by 424 differences in patterns in integration and constraint rather than from the ecological 425 opportunities available to either. While hominoids and cercopithecoids inhabited a 426 similar range of habitats throughout their evolution, and so likely experienced a similar 427 abundance of ecological opportunity, greater constructional opportunity is a 428 distinguishing feature that correlates with hominoids' vast disparity in skeletal 429
morphology. 430
The scenario entertained here for apes is consistent with recent work that suggests 431 that the initial burst in phenotypic disparity that often accompanies the origin of a new 432 lineage can result from an early relaxation of constraints through the dissolution of 433 integrated modules that is followed by reformation of character suites that lead to rapid, 434 correlated evolutionary changes between constituent characters (Wagner 2018 ). In the 435 cited work, the author distinguishes this 'breakup-relinkage' model with one where 436 evolutionary rates are elevated by a relaxation of constraint alone. Although in this study, 437 I have focused most of the discussion on the relaxation of constraints, the formation of 438 mosaic character suites and their distinct evolutionary patterns imply a strong pattern of 439 integration within apes. This is reflected in the ancestral correlation patterns, which show 440 that an initial decrease in integration at the root of hominoids was followed by an 441 increase at the following node (Fig. 2) . Therefore, the recanalization of functional 442 variation into a set of suites with distinct functional and developmental properties early in 443 hominoid variation is likely equally important to the initial relaxation in constraint in 444 having driven the remarkable morphological disparity observed across hominoid species. 445
"Preadaptation" and developmental enablers in apes 446
Bursts in phenotypic change and diversification are often preceded by 447 evolutionary enablers that facilitate the construction of more diverse morphological forms 448 or fulfill a necessary condition for the later emergence of a more derived trait. Such 449 patterns have been suggested to stem from higher-level processes variously referred to as 450 "preadaptation" (Bock 1959) , "exaptation" (Gould and Vrba 1982) , and "developmental 451 enablement" (Donoghue 2005) . The evolution of developmental, morphological, and 452 behavioral traits is often hierarchical through functional inter-dependencies and 453 temporally autocorrelated, with changes in traits at relatively lower levels 'setting the 454 stage' for higher-level traits by providing the developmental or structural conditions 455 necessary for their emergence. The stepwise macroevolutionary bursts observed here 456
show that hominoid evolution has been defined by sequential, episodic releases in 457 constraint that likely set the stage for later innovations that compounded upon earlier 458 rearrangements in the structure of developmental and functional integration. 459
The related concepts of preadaptation, exaptation, and developmental enablement 460 all focus on identifying the origin of single characters that facilitate the later emergence 461 of more derived states. However, the patterns presented here suggest that such processes 462 may often be better characterized as reflecting larger changes in developmental and 463 functional character-linkage systems rather than by the sequential derivation of individual 464 characters. The dramatic bursts in evolutionary rate that occur in the largest character 465 suites coincide with or immediately follow the reduction in integration that occurred at 466 the root of hominoids. This suggests that a general shift in functional and/or 467 developmental integration occurred near this time. This shift precedes and, although 468 speculative, may have resulted in a general predisposition across apes that facilitated the 469 later functional divergence of later species into an unusually broad range of habits. 470 Therefore, rather than stemming from a single "preadaptive" character, the morphological 471 disparity of apes and the emergence of features derived in single lineages (such as 472 bipedalism in humans) may be better explained by a shift in developmental and 473 functional integration patterns earlier in ape evolution. 474
To provide a specific example, the effect of the enhanced evolvability conferred 475 by reduced integration appears to have contributed to the emergence of key human traits. 476
Suites C2 and C3 from the morphological analysis, represented disproportionately by the 477 cranium and pelvis, experienced an initial burst in evolutionary rate along the branch 478 leading to humans and chimpanzees. This was then followed by dramatic bursts in Homo 479 ( Fig. 3) . Likewise, EQ and ED have been evolving rapidly throughout the ape radiation, 480 with ED experiencing an initial increase in evolutionary rate before the splitting of 481 gorillas, chimps, and humans followed by more dramatic upticks of rate in humans in 482 both traits (Fig. 5c ). The occurrence of evolutionary rate shifts in traits important to 483 humans earlier in the great ape clade reflects the increased evolvability shared by all 484
apes. In addition, comparison of the human-specific evolutionary rates in cranial, pelvic, 485
and neurological traits to the varying strength of skeletal integration throughout hominoid 486 evolution show that the elevated rates in humans were immediately preceded by a 487 substantial decrease in constraint, recapitulating a similar pattern to the co-occurring 488 shifts in evolutionary rate and integration earlier in ape evolution. This result provides 489 independent evidence of the "preadaptive" potency of shifts in integration in promoting 490 rapid and dramatic evolutionary remodeling of morphology. 491
Although demanding more detailed exploration with more resolute data, it is 492 possible that the initial bursts in ED and suite C2 and C3 evolution, coupled with the 493 reduced integration at the ancestor of chimp and humans, may reflect a set of structural 494 rearrangements that facilitated, at least in part, the later emergence of human-specific 495 neurological and cognitive features. This scenario echoes the results of Rice (1998) , who 496 demonstrated that humans and chimpanzees, to the exclusion of gorillas, both inherited a 497 shared 'additional' stage of brain development from our most recent common ancestor. It 498 is therefore possible that chimpazees possess more of the neurological and cranial 499 groundwork that contributed to the evolution of humans' particular mode of cognition 500 than has previously been appreciated. 501
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The patterns uncovered here suggest that many evolutionary studies focusing on 502 preadapation and exaptation would benefit by shifting focus from individual features to 503 patterns in integration and modularity across broad suites of characters. Although the 504 concept is essentially unchanged as applied to integration patterns, it may be more 505 accurate in the example here to refer instead to an 'evolutionary predisposition' given the 506 lack of evidence for a specific sequence of selective regimes (Smith et al. 2018 ). This 507 semantic argument is likely also valid in more traditional examples of single trait 508 exaptations or preadaptations. And so, a generalization from preadaptation or exaptation 509 to evolutionary predisposition that 1) incorporates integration patterns and 2) shifts 510 emphasis from adaptation, which makes assumptions about the (often unknowable) set of 511 historical microevolutionary processes, to the sequence of observable states in both 512 characters and integration patterns can provide a stronger conceptual basis for future 513 work that considers contingency and sequential order in the evolutionary pathways of 514 complex traits. Although this reconceptualization might superficially appear to de-515 emphasize evolutionary process in favor of pattern, I would instead argue that 516 constraining the scale of inquiry and incorporating a broader range of biological 517 complexity can facilitate the reconstruction of elusive higher-level macroevolutionary 518 processes that shape organismal diversification and disparification over deep timescales. 519
This formulation also avoids the conceptual and practical frustrations that occur when 520 attempting to invoke the concepts of preadaptation and exaptation to explain evolutionary 521 history over deep timescales by reducing dependency on knowledge of lower-level 522 population processes. 523
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Diversification and disparification in haplorrhine evolution 524
Cercopithecoids have diversified at over twice the rate as hominoids over the 525 same time scale (Table 1) . One limitation of these analyses stems from cercopithecoids' 526 somewhat poor fossil record as compared to hominoids. Nevertheless, the difference in 527 preservation rates estimated in each clade (~3 in apes compared to ~2.6 in 528 cercopithecoids) should ameliorate some of the potential effect of this bias on parameter 529 estimates. The general pattern of higher net diversification in cercopithecoids is also 530 consistent with previous neontological results (Purvis et al. 1995 ), suggesting that the 531 paleontological estimates presented here are adequately robust to these effects. This 532 difference in lineage diversification rates between both taxa demonstrates that increased 533 morphological disparification is, overall, not correlated with faster lineage diversification 534 in haplorrhine primates. While the evolutionary predisposition conferred upon apes by 535 their relaxed integration corresponds to an increase in morphological disparity, this effect 536 does not extend to lineage diversity. 537
On the surface, the overall similarity in the environments, dietary niches, and 538 geographical ranges of hominoids and cercopithecoids suggests that cercopithecoids have 539 a selective advantage in the species-sorting dynamics between the two clades. However, 540 the long-term persistence of hominoids and their remarkable innovation in locomotor 541 function relative to cercopithecoids throughout this timespan suggests an equilibrium in 542 their relative abundances (Van Valen 1975 , Chesson 2000 . Although cercopithecoids 543 experienced less disparification in postcranial morphology, they display a broader range 544 of derived digestive physiologies, including both intestinal and dental features, associated 545 with food processing (Hunt 2016) . Given these observations, it is possible that the 546 differential in diversification rate between cercopithecoids and hominoids stems from 547 differences in the timescales of their life histories and other factors not directly related to 548 interspecific competitive ability. If this is the case, hominoids may achieve steady 549 persistence through higher evolvability conferred by reduced integration and increased 550 developmental flexibility when faced with changing environments, while cercopithecoids 551 may do so through a combination of their higher net diversification rates and capability to 552 exploit a range of dietary resources through their digestive physiologies. Such differences 553 would be consistent with an equilibrium model of coexistence rather than a simple 554 species selection model that predicts the ultimate extinction of hominoids through 555 competitive exclusion by cercopithecoids. Nevertheless, more rigorous comparison of 556 each of these attributes in both lineages is needed to further constrain the range of 557 possible explanatory factors. 558
Constrained Markovian diffusion and entropy 559
The patterns in character disparity shown here evoke a Markovian diffusion that is 560 dampened by constraint. The tightly integrated nature of vertebrate body plans suggests 561 major constraints in their ability to fill morphospace. However, the pattern displayed by 562 apes suggests that the structure of integration may sometimes shift, allowing diffusion 563 into new areas. Morphological evolution might then be conceived as a multivariate 564 diffusion in morphospace where movement is directionally biased due to fitness 565 differences modelled by a traditional Simpsonian adaptive landscape and certain regions 566 are rendered inaccessible by structural interactions between characters. Although this 567 diffusive model, including the feedback links between phenotype, development, and 568 environment, has been considered previously (Fisher 1986 ), its behavior has not been 569 well explored in this context. 570
The Monte Carlo simulations presented here provide a theoretical illustration of 571 the population-level dynamics stemming from one possible set of integration scenarios 572 and their potential effects on the evolutionary disparity/rate along a single branch in 573 can generate similar patterns ( Fig. 6a and 6b ). In all these cases, the overall entropy 579 observed in the system over time remains low, with the system tending to become stuck 580 or moving away very slowly from a suboptimal location (Fig 4c and 4e) or crawling 581 slowly in concert along a gradient (Fig 6a and 6b) . However, when both types of 582 constraint are released, the system displays high entropy, with each trait able to 583 independently jump between peaks (Fig. 6d ). Such unconstrained movement would be 584 expected to result in higher phenotypic disparity over macroevolutionary timescales by 585 freeing individual lineages to generate novel character combinations when exposed to 586 distinct and changing environments. 587
The patterns in increased evolutionary rate and entropy across traits displayed by 588 the less constrained simulated diffusions provide mechanistic explanations that are 589 consistent with the bursts in evolutionary rate encountered throughout hominoid 590 evolution. Although it is not possible in the empirical example to distinguish between 591 functional and developmental integration as is done in the simulations, the general pattern 592 of reduced integration that gives way to increased evolutionary rate is consistent between 593 the two. Alternation between the varying strengths of integration as explored in the 594 simulations would likely generate substantial novelty during periods of relaxed 595 integration. Episodes of reduced developmental constraint (Figs. 2 and 5a) may have 596 generated an initial burst of constructional opportunity that lead to rapid morphological 597 diversification as ape populations were exposed to highly variable environments 598 throughout the mid-Miocene. If the processes modelled in the simulations drove the 599 patterns revealed in the empirical analyses, this sequence of events would represent true 600 preadaptation in the sense that relaxed integration leads to increased mean population 601
fitness. Under the evolutionary models explored here and elsewhere (Wagner 2018) , 602 stabilizing effects such as developmental canalization (Waddington 1959) or functional 603 covariance (Cheverud 1984) would then be expected to re-constrain the newly divergent 604 phenotypes after an initial burst in disparification. This dampened diffusive model was 605 explored in early work in theoretical morphology that focused on the constrained filling 606 of morphospace (Raup 1968) . 607
The simulated diffusions and empirical pattern in evolutionary predisposition 608 revealed here hint at the source of teleological concepts in human evolution. If the 609 morphological and neurological traits can be assumed to have followed a multivariate 610
Markovian diffusion that is at least qualitatively similar to the simulations in Figure 6  611 (especially Fig. 6a ), the pattern in evolutionary rates along the path leading to humans 612 may paint a misleading view that such changes have followed a progressive trend leading 613 to a human-defined apex. However, the mosaic analysis here suggests that humans' 614 biological uniqueness can be attributed to a relatively small number of anatomical 615 rearrangements built over a longer diffusion into an area of developmental-morphospace 616 occupied by all apes that is characterized by increased structural opportunity. Instead of 617 treating humans as exceptional, this view suggests that the structural opportunities that 618 emerged early in ape evolution may have freed the ancestors of currently extant taxa to 619 blaze unique trajectories along a complex, multivariate adaptive landscape that would 620 have been otherwise inaccessible. Structurally, all ape species might therefore be viewed 621 as equally progressive in their evolution, with species-level differences in form and 622 function shaped by stochastic differences in separate realized evolutionary paths along a 623 shared adaptive landscape. Alternatively, separate taxa may have forged new and unique 624 adaptive landscapes following speciation events as structural differences between newly 625 isolated species drove the creation of new functional niches early in hominoid evolution. 626
The empirical and simulated analyses presented here are consistent with, although 627 do not provide independent support for, a picture of morphological evolution that 628 involves episodic diffusion across adaptive zones. However, the empirical and theoretical 629 analyses allow for alternating and interacting roles for both ecological and constructional 630 opportunity. This view can supplement many existing conceptions of adaptive radiation 631 and key innovation by providing an alternative to ecological opportunity as a lone driving 632 factor in the disparification of form. Instead, phenotypic disparity produced through 633 
